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NOTE: FRAME IS ASSEMBLED UP SIDE DOWN

NOTE: The cushion has been compressed to approximately 1/5 size for the shipping. From the time it was packed  until you received it

has been at least 45 days. Due to this IT WILL TAKE ABOUT 24 HOURS TO REGAIN FULL LOFT .

Please grab the filler material from both sides around the outside edge of the cover and pull outward to help speed this up.

Once the cushion has been decompressed it will stay that way. Enjoy!

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

STEP1

Unfold the oval frame and sling.

Connect the 2 halves as shown in

step 1.

PUSH INTO.

B

C

A

STEP 2

P1

labelled with
"AB"

labelled with

Assemble the base of the frame A to 
both legs B and C as shown where 
the end marked AB attaches to
leg B and the end marked AC
attaches to leg C.



FRONT

STEP 3

Carefully Line up the holes in the sling fabric

with the holes in the oval frame as shown

in step 3,some repositioning of fabric on 

STEP 4

Use the E screws to attach partially

assembled base frame to oval frame,

inserting them through the holes as

shown in Step 4. Do not tighten these

screws at this point.

STEP 5

Add frame section D to the base as

shown in step 5. Also add the 2

stretchers part H, to the frame using

bolt F and nut G as shown in step 5.

Now tighten all the screws and bolts.

H

PUSH IN.

Fix H with F & G tightly.

F

G

D
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2 stretchers (H) to the outside of the frame.

FRONT

  frame may be needed.


